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The Alarming Decline of Denali’s Wolves

Causes, Consequences and What We Must Do to Stop it…
Good afternoon,
Yellowstone. I'm always so grateful to be back here in this beautiful place where wolves can be seen and heard doing what
wolves do best, just being wolves.
I know my reputation is to give rousing talks...
I'm afraid this isn't going to be one of those...
In fact, this presentation was one of the most difficult I've ever put together. Not only because of the amount of data and the
complexity of synthesizing it, but also because of what the data shows.
Will talk more about that data in the moment.
Unfortunately, before we do, I'm going to shock you with the next slide. And several more after that.
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Toklat Family Group Breeding Female
All of these animals share a common tragedy with consequences like the ones I'm going to share with you today.
Each of them was beloved, notable for scientists, and had spent much of their lives being observed without being hunted.
And each of them was killed either for pleasure or profit (or both) shortly after they crossed an invisible line invented by us
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You'd think a place on this scale, with such remoteness would be a perfect place for wolves... It is... Or at least it always had
been... until white killers with traps and guns and snares arrived with their bloodlust and greed. A problem as has been
proven by a certain Healy Alaska monster, to be alive and well and victimizing Denali's wolves right up through present day.

Park map…
As I prepared this talk I relied on hundreds of data sources. Published research, personal accountings from biologists,
information provided by the National Park Service and three principal texts.
In fact, if I could have any three people for dinner, living or dead, the principal authors of my foundational texts for this effort
would do nicely.
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The Wolves of Mt. McKinley - Adolph Murie was the first to deeply study wolves in the Denali wilderness. His work, done
without the benefit of our modern equipment provided a foundation for us to begin to understand the true complexity of the
wolves in this ecosystem.

The Wolves of Denali - David Mech, Layne Adams, Thomas Miier, John Birch and Bruce Dale.
While I'd be happy with any of these authors as dinner guests, I'm sure I'm not alone in wanting Mech to myself for an hour...
or ten.
While his opinions and some of his pursuits (the man still runs a trapline believe it or not) are objectionable to me, there's no
doubt that he brought the analytical science of wolf research into the future.
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His work on Denali's wolves is among the most comprehensive and data rich ever authored. In fact, one of my greatest
frustrations in compiling the data was that Dave and Company's study was so short lived, leaving me and many others
desperately trying to find similar and qualitatively comparable data from 1994 onward.
That said, the richness of the data set he acquired has given us a much greater understanding into the quantifiable essence
of wolves and their interactions with each other and their environment.

And finally, Among Wolves by Gordon Haber and MaryBeth Holleman.
I must confess. This is my favorite book on wolves. If I have a hero -- and I'm not one given to hero worship, Gordon would
be it. How I wish I could have known this incredible scientist.
While Murie and Mech were focused more on a gross understanding of wolves as a species, to me, Gordon's work was to
understand wolves as beings.
And what amazes me is that in the 30 years I've spent handling wolves and wolf like canines, I've seen with my own eyes so
much of the complex behavior he spent more than 40 years observing.
If Murie understood wolves on the landscape and Mech, wolves by the numbers, what Gordon understood from wolves was
their soul - and while this has little relevance to the analysis I've conducted on the surface, his perspectives deeply
influenced not just my conclusions but also many of my diction choices in this presentation including the intentional decision
to never use the term "pack" which Gordon felt, and I deeply agree is a poor word to describe what we now know are
families.
Gordon was one of the first scientists to bring out the idea that something akin to culture existed in other species and I
believe that his work in this area is just brushing the surface.
In fact if there's one image that haunts me from Gordon's work it's his description of the den complexes and the surrounding
homesites he found where wolves have been less seriously disrupted by people:
"Virtually all of the homesites are very old; several being used at present are known to have been used periodically since the
1920's and looked old even then. All of the fifty of so homesites I have examined since 1966 are well worn. Most likely date
back a century or two and may date back thousands of years. Given that interior Alaska escaped the Pleistocene glaciation
and that modern wolves have probably been here for at least a million years, some homesites may date back far longer than
even thousands of years"
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These are not the simplistic animals our lack of perception lead our ancestors to perceive.
In fact, you may have noticed the different perspective I chose for photographing this cover. It was intentional. Gordon strove
to be a non-invasive presence whenever he could. A silent observer. I wanted to honor his perspective with this image.

Ok! Data Time!
So now we're looking at current data showing telemetry locations of wolves in the park and along it's northern and eastern
boundaries.
If there's one thing to take note of in this image from March of 2015 it's how many of the readings, particularly on the east
side of the park, are outside the purple line that indicates the park border (and thus areas where wolves can be legally
hunted or snared)
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Monitoring Denali’s Wolves 1986 – 2015*
http://akwildlife.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/Denali-Wolf-Monitoring-Spring-2015.pdf

Alright . If this talk has a money shot, this is it. Sit back. Relax! We're going to be staring this bad-boy down for a while.
What I’ve done is taken the 30 years of wolf data compiled on the animals within the park and broken it down into this single
graph.
Let’s talk about what we're looking at in detail, because I think it tells a very important story about what’s really happening in
and around the park.
First let me explain what each color represents and then I’ll explain to you how I interpret the data myself
The vertical axis represents simple digits from 0 to 200 just like it says.
Along the bottom we have the years of collected data from 1986 to present.
The reddish, nearly flat line in front is an index related to wolf viewing. It only began in 2010 but even so you can see the
visible decline in the ability for Park visitors to see wolves
The bright blue represents the estimated density of wolves per 1000sq/km
Purple signifies mean family group size as tracked during the course of this research
The green data are the total wolves in monitored family groups
Orange represents the best estimate of the wolf population inside the park.
Finally, the light blue at the very back shows total territory of all the family groups within the study
Now what I see besides the obvious declining trend nearly across the board from 1986 to 2015, tells what I believe to be an
interesting story...
First, to me it appears the early days of data collection actually give a false picture that numbers were abruptly increasing
over the term.
In 1986 only 4 wolf families were monitored. This explains the low numbers and rapid increase (wolves weren't breeding like
rabbits!) between 86 and 88 when they more than tripled the number of family groups under observation to 14.
However from 1988 onward a fairly stable number of family groups were monitored and thus I believe the data from '88 to
present is more representative of the true numbers .
We can see that both the number of animals in monitored families as well as the estimated total wolves in the park have
ebbed and flowed during this interval. But notice the lower highs and consistently deeper bottoms that occur nearly from the
outset of the study.
Interestingly the highest wolf population, density, number of packs and family size occurred during a period of much greater
than average snowfall. What's notable to me however, is that all these metrics begin to decrease even while the area
continued to receive much more snow than normal.
Much has been attributed to snowfall and the greater success wolves enjoy hunting during periods of heavier accumulation.
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But other factors are clearly at play. We know from studies on Isle Royale and elsewhere that there's a dynamic equilibrium
between predator and prey. That an abundance at one end of the equation will eventually be counterbalanced by a natural
response to rebalance the variables in the future.
So even though the snows continued, something else changed that resulted in a significant population decline.
In fact, in just one year the population in monitored groups, which had been at near all time high levels, plummeted to it's
lowest level since they'd only had 4 families in the study.
It took nearly 14 years for the wolves specifically counted within families to rebound past the 100 animal mark.
So what changed?
It's possible the robust wolf population was growing due to an abundance of prey. So it's entirely plausible that aided by the
heavy snows, the wolves had finished off all the easy pickings and the equation was adjusting itself. However...
In digging through the data I found something interesting. The East Fork Family, which had at one time numbered as many
as 26 before dispersals and a small new pack budding off the original reduced its numbers, was stable with 15 wolves when
the breeding male, designated 5051, two young adult females and a female pup were killed by trappers just outside the park
boundary in 1992.
A new male, 513 appeared to have taken over the breeding role when he was also trapped outside the park in March of
1993. Right around the time wolves typically breed. By Spring of 1994 the East Fork family numbered only 6 animals.
It had previously been observed that loss of a breeder and particularly during the period before mating or immediately before
or after pups are born, can have devastating consequences on the survival of the family group. In the case of the East Fork
family, it appears to have been a near perfect storm brought about by human exploitation.
Of course one anomalous data point doesn't even make a coincidence let alone a trend, however, there are other data
points that occur a few years later we still need to examine.
In 2000, with mean family group size at an all time low of 4.2 and just 71 wolves in monitored family groups, a small
protective buffer zone was established on the north boundary of Denali to limit the killing of park wolves.
In 2002 this buffer zone was enlarged to include the eastern boundary of the park, offering some measure of protection for
Denali's most studied and viewed wolf families.
In 2007 wolves were trapped and/or shot from at least seven of the study groups and 4 full families were terminated: Eagle,
White, Little Savage and Slough. Of these, 1 died of human and 2 died of interacting natural and human causes
2008 was another disastrous year for Denali's wolves. The Toklat East family group, under observation by Haber at the time,
was terminated after the human caused death of the breeding female. The Stampede family group was extinguished due to
interacting natural and possibly human causes, (this family had been located in an area that was known to make the wolves
particularly vulnerable to trapping due to their naivety being mostly park wolves. The Swift family died out due to a natural
causes.
In 2008, wolves were trapped and/or shot from at least four of Gordon's study groups - Margaret, Toklat Springs, Hot Slough
and Totek Hills. The Toklat East breeding female died after being struck by a vehicle. The pups disappeared from the
Chilchup family, most likely due to trapping or shooting, and from Stampede possibly due to trapping.
Trapping cannot be excluded in the death of the Bearpaw alpha male. An aerial hunter likely shot at the Boot Lake family of
wolves, though Haber was unable to determine if there were any related deaths.
The alpha male also appeared to be the only survivor of the former Totek Hills family. Here, again trapping may have played
a major role in that case as well.
As a result of losing three complete families with so many losses of breeders due to human related causes, by 2009 the
number of actually counted wolves in Denali had tied a previous all time low of 59 - coincidentally, this time, the same
number that had occurred in 1995 after the perfect storm of losing two successive breeding males in the East Fork group.
What's clear is that In spite of this buffer zone, wolf mortality by human exploitation was continuing to have an impact on
park wolves. In fact, from March 2003 to March 2009, 35% of radio-collared wolves that died were killed by humans. This is
a significant increase from 1986 to 1994 when only 14% of radio-collared wolf deaths were human-caused (Meier 2009).
Nevertheless, we do see a gradual upward trend that begins with the institution of the expanded buffer zone.
Wolves in the park enjoyed these additional protections until 2010 However, in spite of a short lived population spike
between 2006 and 2008, the population had already begun another downward trend when the Alaska Board of Game
decided to eliminate the buffer zone entirely.
D
The wolves suffered one blow in 2009 when Gordon Haber was killed in a plane crash and another in 2010 when with the
stroke of a pen, the life-preserving buffer zone that had prevented easy access to the park's most visible wolves was gone,
and one trapper in particular, had a field day -- steeped in retribution -- with devastating results.
This trapper and professional outfitter even went so far as to say "he set his trapline so close to the park border that when he
peed it landed in the park.
In fact, his repulsive onslaught may have even ended the genetic lineage of the wolves that Murie had observed -- when he
shot his own horse of 27 years right in a stream on the border of the park, festooned it with snares, and succeeding in killing
the mother of the Grants Creek family.
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Unfortunately, with the loss of Gordon, the data is much less robust, but we know that Coke Wallace killed the breeding
female of the Grant Creek Pack in spring of 2012. At this point the the wolf population in the park had decreased nearly by
half, plummeting from 96 in 2008 to just 55 wolves only 4 years later in the spring of 2013
By 2015 the estimated wolf population inside the park had fallen to it's lowest level since the data acquisition began. Today
an estimated 52 wolves reside in the park. In spite of petitions with hundreds of thousands of signatures, dramatically
diminished wolf viewing opportunities and even a call by the park service itself to restore a protective buffer, the Alaska
Game Board has continued to refuse to even consider another hearing on a buffer until at least 2016. In the interim, more
wolves continue to die in the area of the former buffer zone.
Another data set we need to consider is the big blue wall at the back of my graph. This is the combined area of the
monitored family groups. What it shows is that even though wolf numbers are near an all time low, territories are larger than
ever.
While this could be a consequence of fewer wolves giving the remaining wolves more room to call their own, as well as more
accurate data due to using GPS instead of VHS collars, it likely also indicates that wolves are having to maintain larger
territories to find enough to eat.
This contributes to wolves traveling outside the protected boundaries of the park even more frequently where they are
vulnerable to slaughter by exploitive humans.
So what do I deduce from this?
In simple terms, while it's clear that there are many, many factors that influence wolf survival, there's only one under our
direct control.
The data also seems to show that human slaughter of wolves has a disproportionate impact on both family group survival
and total population numbers.
Incidentally, I also analyzed natural mortality events with breeders from family groups and was unable to see a direct
association between these losses and population and family group size.
This leads me to believe that unlike natural mortality which appears to be more or less compensatory, human exploitation is
an additive stressor that can tip the balance against wolf populations in this area.
When the additive pressure of humans is combined with natural challenges including years of below average snowfall
(again, likely the result of humans throwing another wrench into EVERYTHING) and a dwindling prey population, you have a
situation ripe for what we're seeing here.
This is a precipitous place to be when you consider that even in unexploited years where a buffer zone was in place, the
population has regularly dropped by as much as 20 wolves, each time taking much longer to recover.
Further food for thought is that wolf killers appear to enjoy a particular advantage when they persecute wolves that spend
much of their lives in protected areas. While I don't have specific data on relative success rates, my understanding is that
wolves, particularly in the Stampede area that has been part of the buffer zone, are much more easily caught in traps and
snares that wolves in other areas.
At 48 wolves a 20 wolf loss could push a struggling population over the brink. A single parvo epidemic (something not
uncommon in the park thanks to tourists that fail to vaccinate their dogs) could easily wipe out that many animals in a single
season.
In other words, while there's no doubt that many things impact wolf numbers, humans continue to have what appears to be a
disproportionate impact.
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Incidentally PEER had already come to the same conclusion.
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Up to now everything we've been talking about is primarily quantitative. However there's another question here and it's one
that's probably going to make the scientists in the room uncomfortable.
Do these packs -- especially those that appear to go back many generations -- have a greater intrinsic value than others?
I've lifted the quote below from Dr Paul Joslin of WolfsongAlaska
Longest known lineage of wolves...
Following his in-depth investigation that had begun in the 30's, Murie continued to monitor the Toklats over the next several
decades. His work overlapped with the arrival of Dr. Gordon Haber, who in 1966, began an intense Toklat monitoring
program that has continued ever since. Dr. Haber has personally kept track of their activities both summer and winter for 34
years while many other scientists have also added much to our understanding about them.
According to Dr. Haber, the Toklat wolves constitute the world's oldest known family lineage of any non-human social
vertebrate in the wild.
While digging into his discoveries is beyond the scope of this lecture what Gordon reported and what I have seen even in
the animals I've had over successive generations is that generational knowledge is crucial for wolves and long lived family
groups exhibit this in many ways.
In this image, a female wolf is coaxing a pup across the fast flowing Toklat River. Haber's notes indicate that using a
combination of playful slapping at the water, close proximity and eye contact the mature animal was able to get the pup
across to safety.
This technique, likely a learned behavior, is one of many unique interactions Haber observed that were exclusive to a
particular family group -- in other words, and here's the word the scientists will hate -- he was seeing wolf culture and culture
takes time and the survival of those with the knowledge for that knowledge to carry forward.
As a result, in my humble opinion, families with long, unexploited histories do have great value. They are wolves that are
further down the path to being what wolves once were and with better protections, could be again.
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Okay, let's take a look at the next few slides. They emphasize very clearly just how much wolf activity occurs right in the
area where they are most visible and most accessible.
Den Sites, right along the treacherous park boundary
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VHF locations --- look at the amount of activity right along the Eastern border of the park...
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Distribution of family groups within the park in 2010 8 years after the boundary buffer was put in place.
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Detail of the areas formerly closed to hunting and trapping
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Now let me ask you a question:
Can you feel the difference between eyes laid on you from a spotting scope and a rifle sight at 300 yards?
Neither can a wolf. And this is a problem.
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Wolves are elusive creatures nearly everywhere they exist. Intensely shy of humans, there are only two places on earth
where wolves can be easily seen and consistently observed; Denali and Yellowstone National Parks.
In both these unique locations, wolves conduct their affairs largely in full view of the public. For these wolves, hillsides
pricked with people and sparkling with the glare of optics is nothing new and nothing that for them suggests a threat.
In fact, the benign and omnipresent humans in these special places have conditioned these wolves to make them especially
vulnerable to being shot for doing nothing more than crossing an invisible line based on an arbitrary boundary of which
wolves have no conception.
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After all, after being viewed by us wolf watchers from nearly the moment some pups exit their dens, how can wolves
possibly know that not every "silent sentinel" means them no harm.
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It's ludicrous, when you consider that people come to Denali to see wolves more than any other species, yet the state is
willing to let outfitters that pocket thousands while paying only a pittance to kill wolves for themselves and their clients.
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And even in spite of the statistics showing a precipitous and ongoing decline, an emergency petition was once again denied.
It's up to us to change this. And right now is the time. And while this petition, circulated by Gordon Haber's Co-Author of
Among Wolves, MaryBeth Holleman is a good place to start, if that's all you're willing to do you'd better get to Denali and try
to take some pictures fast.
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We need to capitalize on the current outrage and awareness generated by the killing of a beautiful lion.
The sun has shown on the unsavory practice of killing animals used to life in sanctuary observed by non-threatening people
only to be shot out of greed, malice or the unfortunate consequences of wealthy white men with malformed genitalia
So let's keep the pressure on.
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First, let's stop asking for what we want and start asking for what we have to have.
People have told me it's overly ambitious to expect what I believe should have always been policy:
I believe that national parks surround by wilderness that contain wolves, grizzlies and other charismatic predatory species
should incorporate buffers that extend to the full range of any animals that spend significant time in the park.
I've taken the time to create an example. This is what our park wolves deserve.
Saying this here I'm sure you all think I was smoking something, but compromises haven't been in our favor.
Sometimes you have to demand something so big, so hairy and so audacious that the very thought you might get your way,
can cause unreasonable people to negotiate.
Besides isn't this what a REAL buffer zone should look like?
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Next, we must demand a moratorium on the slaughter of collared animals.
Is it just me that thinks that shooting a collared animal is unacceptable. Frankly when someone shoots an animal with a
collar, it's throwing a one finger salute at scientists, students and taxpayers. And for what? $250? "A fine pelt".
Killing a collared animal in addition to the heinousness of killing the animal at all is a compound insult to every one of us.
There's a reason Walter Palmer hacked up that lion and in my opinion it isn't because he only wanted the head for a mount.
I'll be no one had the right tools to remove that darn tracking collar.
After all, it's not like these collars are so hard to see!
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Okay, grab your camera phone and take a picture. Here's how you pay me back for my wonderful talk.
If you care enough to be here, I hope you'll care enough to do wolves 8 small favors.
There are four key people here with addresses and phone numbers. Call them personally. Send them a letter you wrote
yourself. Believe me, petitions can get attention but it's calls and letters that make a difference
I thank you, but much more important than me… the wolves will thank you for succeeding.

Contact:

Bill Walker Governor of Alaska,
Office of the Governor
Phone:(907)465‐3500
Email:governor@alaska.gov
Sam CoHen Commissioner,
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Alaska Department of Fish and Game
Email:sam.coHen@alaska.gov
Don Striker
Superintendent of Denali National Park,
National Parks Service
Phone:(907)683-9581
Email:don_striker@nps.gov
Sally Jewell Secretary,
Department of the Interior
Phone:(202)208-3100
Email:secretary@ios.doi.gov
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